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The Lyceum aims discussions at philosophy
Is it up to you to determine what makes
your life meaningful? Is it enough for a meaningful life that you find it satisfying? Or could
you be wrong about the meaningfulness of
your life? Does meaningfulness require sacrifice to something larger than yourself? What
makes for a happy, or a meaningful life is just
one of the topics of philosophical interest discussed by the SIUE student philosophy club,
The Lyceum.
The Lyceum was formed at SIUE in 2014
by a handful of students, led by philosophy
major Stephen Wilke, with the help of faculty advisor Matthew Cashen. The group is
open to all and meets weekly in the Morris
University Center to engage in critical discussion of topics of philosophical interest.
Discussion topics have included torture,
forced vaccination, the police state, rap music
as folk art, the meaning of fear, the possibility
of knowledge and artificial intelligence.
The Lyceum is the name of an ancient
Greek school founded by Aristotle. Today’s
Lyceum at SIUE consists of students engaging in Socratic roundtable discussion in the
ancient Greek tradition. A question is posed.
Someone proposes an answer. Others question and critically assess the answer as the
group develops and refines better answers
to the original question. Participants will
disagree, but all answers are subjected to challenging questions and constructive counter-examples. In this way, the group fosters
critical thinking across the academy using the
methods of philosophy.
Recently, the Lyceum engaged in a Socratic
roundtable discussion on the notion of happiness, or more specifically, the ancient Greek
concept of Eudaimonia. Eudaimonia is perhaps the most important concept in classical
Greek ethics. The word is typically translated as “happiness,” though this translation is approximate, and can be misleading.
“Happiness” can characterize our moods and
feelings. We describe ourselves as feeling
happy, or we say that certain activities make
us happy. But Eudaimonia applies to whole
lives, rather than transient feelings. A happy
life, in the sense of Eudaimonia, is a good or
successful life. It matters enormously that
we understand what makes a life a good life,
because this influences our everyday and
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Meeting of the Lyceum Philosophy Club at SIUE.
long-term choices, informs what we strive for
and gives us guidance in organizing our lives.
Eudaimonia is a multidimensional concept, involving emotional aspects and moral
character traits, as well as meaningfulness.
The Lyceum chose for its recent discussion to
focus on the third aspect, meaningfulness. A
Eudaimon life in this sense is substantial; it

is not, in the end, for nothing. When looking
back on our life, we want to recognize it as
meaningful. The question about meaningfulness is especially pressing for young people
needing to make decisions that will have a
long-term impact on their lives. To put it simply: How do I arrange not to waste my life?
An initial suggestion was that you need

to recognize for yourself what meaning is,
using your rational faculties; meaningfulness
cannot be imposed on you externally. This
led some to question whether it is up to the
individual to determine what is meaningful.
Is it sufficient for a meaningful life that you
enjoy and value your own life, and that you
are engaged in something, whatever it is? Or

is it possible to believe you have a meaningful
life but be wrong, because you are mistaken
about what is meaningful?
Contemporary philosopher Susan Wolf has
suggested that “meaning occurs when subjective attraction meets objective attractiveness.”
The idea is that it is necessary for a meaningful life that there is something you care
about and are engaged in, but this is not sufficient. What you are engaged in needs to be
objectively meaningful. While striving for the
“objectively meaningful” may seem a tough
standard, two examples arose that suggest
there is something to this.
First, suppose Hitler was deeply engaged
in his life goals, and accomplished a great
deal of what mattered to him personally. Did
Hitler live a meaningful life? Surely it was a
repugnant life. Is this a case of someone fully
engaged in a life project, finding it meaningful, and being wrong? Or consider the myth
of Sisyphus. In Greek mythology, Sisyphus
was condemned to spend eternity pushing
a large stone up a hill, only for it to roll back
down over and over again. This appears to
be a life doomed to failure, and utterly meaningless. But suppose (Susan Wolf’s example)
that Sisyphus is given a drug that makes him
feel that he absolutely loves stone rolling and
feels deep satisfaction with his life. Now is his
life meaningful? Is it a good life?
One consideration that came out forcefully
in the discussion is that there remains a sense
in which it really is up to you to determine
what makes your life meaningful, and to
make it so. It is necessary to use your rational faculties to determine what is meaningful. This is perhaps where Hitler failed. In
our modified version of Sisyphus, Sisyphus
allowed others to inject “meaning” into his
life, rather than relying on his rational faculties to see for himself what counts as meaningful. Sisyphus may think he accomplished
all he wanted in life, but he did not truly live.
Judith Crane is the chair of the Department of
Philosophy at SIUE.
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“All our tables were full,” she said. “We also took a record 257 pre-orders
for geraniums – the most we’ve ever had.”
Garden Club members also donated indoor and outdoor plants from
their personal gardens to sell such as keylime trees, orange trees, hostas and
orchids.
One resident brought in seedlings from her Japanese Irises which she originally purchased 15 years ago from the garden plant sale.
Shannon Wagner, secretary for the ski club, was also pleased with the turn
out at the event.
“Our sign-ups at the fish fry were successful,” she said. “Many returning
members attended and also we welcomed some new skiers. We have approximately 30 skiers signed up for our team this year. Our theme is going to be a
celebration for Holiday Shores’ 50th anniversary.”
Each year the three Holiday Shores organizations team up to bring out
record crowds.
“What I enjoy the most about this event is maintaining and promoting an
annual event and tradition that lets us serve the members of our community,
literally, and allows people into our firehouse to interact with and meet our
dedicated volunteers,” O’Brien said. “Monies raised last year was used for
a new storage shed to store equipment and a scholarship for Edwardsville
High School seniors.”
The Garden Club will use monies raised to continue beautifying the community, clubhouse and maintaining the 15 entrance gates with plants and
flowers.
“Also, this year a banner will be purchased and placed at the corner of St.
James Road and Holiday Dam Road in celebration of the community’s 50th
anniversary,” said Nancy Dallas, garden club member.
Raffle tickets sold at the event will continue to be available for purchase at
the firehouse during the Community Yard Sale, to be held on June 6. Prizes
include a yard swing, tickets to St. Louis Cardinals games, a stay at the
Holiday Inn, spa gift certificates and a variety of local restaurant gift cards.
Winners will be drawn at the end of day on June 6.
If you are interested in learning more about the Holiday Shores Fire
Department, please contact Jim O’Brien at (314) 401-3610.
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The charge was elevated to a felony due to Sabo allegedly strangling the
victim.
“Strangulation is considered an aggravated circumstance, so just hitting
somebody is different than choking,” Fillback said.
Sabo has been served with the warrant while in custody at the Madison
County Jail.
Bond is set at $60,000.
A preliminary hearing has been set for May 22 with Judge Neil Schroeder.
Additional conditions for bail bond were sought citing: “That defendant
has previously threatened or perpetrated physical abuse toward the victim in
this matter; On information and belief, the Defendant presents a continued
threat to the victim and that the Defendant may harm, harass or interfere
with the personnel liberty of the victim during the pendency of this action.”
The motion was approved and additional conditions were granted and
are as follows: defendant shall not harass, intimidate or interfere with the
personal liberty of the victim, defendant shall not enter a specific premises,
defendant shall not have any contact with the victim and defendant shall at
all times remain 500 feet away from the victim.
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Meanwhile, Mayor Rob Jackstadt announced a ceremony will be conducted at 10 a.m. Saturday for the reopening of the Ronald J. Foster Heritage Bike
Trail.
That ceremony will take place near Glen Carbon Fire Station 1 in Old Town.
The 12-mile trail was originally owned by the village, but was transferred
to Madison County Transit in 2012.
In addition, Jackstadt announced that Oaklawn Cemetery will conduct its
annual Memorial Day service at 12:30 p.m. Sunday.
The service will include a reading of the names of all veterans buried at
Oaklawn.
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Student of the Month

This March, Edwardsville Rotary Club honored Edwardsville High School student Lucas Bobinski with the Student of the
Month Award. He was nominated by Edwardsville High teacher Jacob Foster, and hopes to attend SIUE for Computer
Science after graduating. Bobinski has been on both Honor Roll and High Honor roll, participates on the EHS Track team,
and enjoys Baseball, Football, Softball, Swimming, and Trap Shooting.

Events planned in the Alton area
For the Intelligencer
The Alton Regional Convention & Visitors
Bureau has announced the following events.
Saturday, May 16, 2015
10:00am to 12:00pm & 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Alton Visitor Center
200 Piasa Street
Alton, IL 62002
Get ready to turn back time as you venture into
the Village of Elsah during the beautiful spring
season. Nestled in a valley along the Mississippi
River bluffs, Elsah peeks out to those driving along
the byway, beckoning a close look at this New
England-like village with its stone cottages and tidy
gardens. Better known as “the town time forgot,”
Elsah is favorite spot for photographers looking
for the perfect picture and visitors looking for a
glimpse of early Americana. Plan on taking a peek
at couple of the historic buildings in the village. The
last stop will be a trip to Principia College, located
high upon the bluffs, the only Christian Scientist
college in the world.
The campus is an architectural masterpiece and
is listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
Elsah was also the first town in the nation to be listed on the National Historic Register in its entirety.
For more information, please call (800) 258-6645.
Admission
$25
Grafton Winery Blues Festival
May 16 - 17, 2015
1:00pm to 9:00pm
Grafton Winery & Brewhaus
300 W. Main St.

Grafton, IL 62037
Kick back for a weekend of blues during the
Annual Grafton Winery Blues Festival. Four topnotch blues bands from the St. Louis area will
complete the lineup for the festival taking place at
the Grafton Winery & Brewhaus, located at 300 W.
Main St. in Grafton, Ill. Bands include: Ivas John
Band (Saturday: 1 - 5 p.m.), Tombstone Bullet Band
(Saturday: 5 - 9 p.m.), Pennsylvania Slim Band
(Sunday: Noon - 3 p.m.) & Billy Peek (Sunday: 3 - 7
p.m.). For more information, call (618) 786-3001.
Family Campout at the National Great Rivers
Museum
Saturday, May 16, 2015
Starts at 2:00pm
National Great Rivers Museum
2 Lock and Dam Way
Alton, IL 62002
Get your family together for an outdoor adventure at the 5th Annual Family Campout. This
year's festivities will include archery, family teambuilding games, campfire cooking competitions,
stargazing, and an outdoor movie after dark! This
event is in celebration of National Public Lands
Day. What better way to celebrate our Public
Lands than to spend the night on the banks of
the Mississippi River! All participants will meet
at the Illinois Esplanade Pavilion on Locks and
Dam Way at the National Great Rivers Museum
in Alton, Illinois, at 2 p.m. After setting up your
tents, families will connect with one another
through fun and competitive games and activities.
After a campfire dinner and exploring the night
sky with professional stargazers, grab all the
s'mores you can handle and settle in for a movie

on the lawn. The next morning, families will enjoy
breakfast together before getting an introductory
archery lesson! There is something for every member of your family to enjoy. Register your spot
today by calling (618) 462-6979. All food and fun
is included for $50 for a family of up to four. Each
additional person is an additional $10. All your
family needs to bring is camping gear including
a tent, sleeping bags, water bottle, and camping
chairs. For more information, call the National
Great Rivers Museum at (618) 462-6979.
Admission
All food and fun is included for $50 for a family
of up to four. Each additional person is an additional $10.
McPike Mansion Haunted Tour
Saturday, May 16, 2015
Starts at 7:00pm
McPike Mansion
2018 Alby Street
Alton, IL 62002
Learn the history of the McPike Mansion and
take a look at the documented photos of the mansion and paranormal activity. Then, take a tour of
the surrounding grounds and the crypt. Talking
with the spirits with Dowsing rods and join us for
a dark session in the cellar with our experienced
medium. Tour lasts approximately 90 minutes. All
proceeds go toward the restoration of the mansion.
For more information, contact Sharon at (618) 8302179.
Admission
$20/adult
Children ages 13-17: $10
Children ages 6-12: $5

